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THE LIST: 
1 a copy of the Sundance Film Winner Dopamine 2 

2 
team members dress up as Jem and The 

Holograms and perform a song 
3 

3 break-your-own-geodes 2 

4 an Iomega Zip disk or Jaz disk 1 

5 21 Origami Cranes 2 

6 a believable argument for how Twizzlers are healthy 1 

7 eat a 12oz jar of peanut butter 2 

8 a blue "It's a Girl" balloon 2 

9 sing Deltron 3030's "Virus" to Vyrus 2 

10 an official sign with 5+ languages printed on it 3 

11 a drinkable density column. vodka on the side 3 

12 solid alcohol 2 

13 A real parachute 4 

14 
POV device displaying "SCAV", "Scavenger", 

"DCSCAVHUNT" etc etc 
1 

15 rubber chicken 2 

16 screen shot of google search that nets 1337 results 2 

17 rappel between opposing walls in the contest area 5 

18 storm trooper helmet, full adult size 3 

19 have an LVFD crew hold a teammate off the ground 3 

20 
find the access point named DCSCAVHUNT and tell 

us where it is 
4 

21 
teammate duct taped to a wall (or tree, or pole) 5 ft 

off the ground for 30 minutes 
4 

22 a payphone. real, metal, accepts coins 5 

23 
a teammate, get married in vegas. real marriage, 

proof required 
5 

24 paper mache goatse 3 

25 
get $5 worth of hugs on the strip wearing a "hugs: 

$1" shirt 
3 

26 a giant stuffed animal. at least as big as Kaybz 3 

27 an entire CTF team at the scav hunt table 5 

28 entire team upside down 2 

29 
a photograph of a painting of a portrait of the DC21 

ScavHunt judges. printed, not digital 
3 

30 tensegrity sculpture that can support you 3 

31 entire team recreating an Awkward Family Photo 1 

32 RC helicopter controlled by your cell phone 3 

33 call your boss, quit your job. 2 

34 hold a handstand for 10 seconds 1 

35 a Dr Seuss book 1 

36 a periwinkle tie 1 

37 carbonated vodka 3 

38 team member wearing a hospital wrist band 2 

39 a live duck 3 

40 picture of team member at the top of the strat 2 

41 all 4 limbs covered in a different color of spray paint 3 

42 a tombstone 1 

43 coin minted the year you were born 1 

44 erotic cupcakes 2 

45 play in traffic 1 

46 help hotel staff clean a room that isnt yours 4 

47 mow the lawn at the rio 4 

48 a couch 2 

49 a Burger King crown 2 

50 
entire team sitting at a restaurant table with an 

unknown family 
1 

51 teammate in an ice cream truck 3 

52 deliver food in a restaurant 2 

53 jump off a diving board 1 

54 
team member in a display window, modeling a 

product 
3 

55 team member in a phone booth 4 

56 
convince random people to play duck duck goose in 

the rotunda 
3 

57 win the 'buckle challenge' 2 

58 
21 different business cards with the number 21 

printed on them 
2 

59 teammate getting a mowhawk; pic or video proof 2 

60 teammate getting a piercing; pic or video proof 2 

61 
a device running windows mobile or webos natively, 

activated on a cellular network 
2 

62 do the robot to an "undanceable" song 2 

63 german sparkle party 3 

64 put Kevin Back sticker, we keep it 3 

RULES: 
 

#1: Judges are always right. Our decisions are final. Your 

opinion doesn’t matter.  

#2: This list supersedes all other lists. No arguing.  

#3: All items are worth the corresponding value listed. Bonus 

points awarded for extreme style.   

#4: Team maximum is 5 members. 

#5: We reserve the right to keep the things you turn in.  

#6: Defcon Scavenger Hunt is not responsible for death, 

dismemberment, arrest, fire or eternal damnation. 

#7: Team with most points at close of contest on Sunday 

WINS! Second and Third place will receive consolation prizes 

and furious mocking. 
 

Good Luck! 
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65 recite e to 15 decimal places 3 

66 recite the 4th amendment from memory 4 

67 Roamer Gangnam Style 3 

68 create a poster/flyer to encourage donations to EFF 3 

69 Be the Match 3 

70 BloodKode 3 

71 Roller Derby 4 

72 drivers license issued in country NOT north america 2 

73 Elvis impersonator saying "defcon scavenger hunt" 4 

74 teammate balancing 5 books on their head 1 

75 
a deaf person and a blind person brought to the 

table at the same time 
1 

76 airband a hair band song in the vendor area 2 

77 snow 2 

78 put an object into space 5 

79 Skydive, SkyDrive, SkyBox, Blue Socks. Pick any 2 3 

80 
establish a wired ethernet connection without the 

user of standard cable ends 
3 

81 the last supper, made with minifigs 3 

82 teammate wearing a bacon bra 2 

83 
order dinner to be delivered to the Domodedovo 

Airport, international terminal, attn: Eddie S. 
5 

84 the door to a telco van 4 

85 a parking meter 5 

86 an inflatable pool. inflated. in the pool. 3 

87 a pin matrix lock 5 

88 weaponized silly putty 1 

89 FUCK the cannonball, bring us a cannon! 3 

90 trebuchet 3 

91 re-enact a scene from Hackers, robot chicken style 2 

92 
build a rube goldberg machine. must have at least 5 

distinct segments 
5 

93 pop a balloon inside another balloon 1 

94 bagpipes 3 

95 get the scav hunt 'trending' on twitter 3 

96 conga line 2 

97 team in a porta-potty 3 

98 play frisbee with a cow pie 4 

99 a totem pole 2 

100 ride a mechanical rodeo bull 3 

101 teammate covered in body glitter 3 

102 zombie bacon 2 

103 create a 2ft high dinosaur out of feminine products 3 

104 a receipt from a purchase at exactly 9:21pm 2 

105 john, the deer 1 

106 articulated stilts 3 

107 pogs 2 

108 ferrofluid 2 

109 phone number for riviera IT helpdesk 2 

110 twins 2 

111 bat signal 2 

112 a gyroscope, physical not digital 3 

113 uv bubbles 4 

114 led throwies 3 

115 kevlar 3 

116 eat a ghost pepper 5 

117 laser pointers - RGB 3 

118 key from the lock in the door of the Alexis Park sign 4 

119 crowdsurf 2 

120 a zen garden with DEFCON in the sand 2 

121 teammate on a zamboni 3 

122 
team member wearing a night cap, laying in a bed, 

under the blankets, in a store. 
2 

123 
go to a yoga class wearing full ski attire or dive 

attire 
4 

124 a priest and a rabbi walk into a bar 2 

125 
a kilt made from floppy discs, must be worn by 

teammate. 
3 

126 chainmail 2 

127 
get 3 of the 'beard and moustache' competitors to 

wear a tutu 
3 

128 explain P=NP to DefCon Kids 2 

129 
convince a stranger to give you their email 

password, bribe with candy bar if you must 
2 

130 row an inflatable raft across the pool 3 

131 photo of teammember 10' below sea level 4 

132 attend a strangers wedding 2 

133 
LAN party in the contest area, excluding Hack 

Fortress. must have at least 5 players on the LAN 
2 

134 a scale model of stonehenge made entirely of food 2 

135 eat an entire ice cream cone in a sauna 3 

136 a purse dog, must be wearing some type of clothing 1 

137 hooters waitress reading The Feminine Mystique 2 

138 
attend the black or white ball wearing cardboard 

costumes. team must match 
3 

139 setup and use a slip n slide indoors 4 

140 
human dominos. +1 point for every person past 10 

people. max 5 points 
5 

141 joust, on human horses 2 

142 10 surprise trust falls 2 

143 dress as a pirate and ninja. fight to see who wins 2 

144 
tell us a secret, we promise we won't tell. bonus for 

breaking an NDA 
2 

145 a spoon that is too big 1 

146 cook using a computer as the heating element 4 

147 

create literature for a religion, invented by your 

team, and hand it out at defcon - spreading the 

word of a hacker deity 

2 

148 provide, unto the CTF area, MORE COWBELL!! 2 

149 provide the judges with the breakfast of champions 1 

150 
each team member wearing a completely 

unmatched sock on each foot 
2 

151 
assist a person/team competing in another contest 

by bribing organizers or distracting competitors 
3 

152 push Siviak to his destination in a shopping cart 3 

153 
Priest reading a paragraph from 50 shades of grey 

out loud 
4 
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154 play nighttime/daytime in public 3 

155 whistle tips that make the car go WOO WOOOO 1 

156 time travel 4 

157 an acoustic coupler 3 

158 show us the worst thing you've seen on the internet 2 

159 each team member with different hair/wig color 3 

160 defcon room key from the AP 3 

161 
Welcome to New Vegas - trade soda bottlecaps for 

points, 10 caps per point, limit 5 points 

1-

5 

162 
convince In-N-Out to make you a burger with more 

than 4 meat patties 
3 

163 lick a ferrari, lamborghini, or mclaren 4 

164 pink taco 2 

165 shit hitting the fan 2 

166 a Hypocrite burger 3 

167 Hydrogen, Actinium, Potassium, Erbium 4 

168 an internet kite 2 

169 aol 2.5 or 3.0 floppy disk 2 

170 
entire team singing the chorus to Biz Markie - Just 

A Friend for 3 minutes in the chillout area 
3 

171 helium filled inflatable sex toy. must float 4 

172 
a convincing argument that jar jar binks was 

important/vital/good/needed in star wars ep1  
2 

173 
make a wifi connection from the roof of two 

different buildings in vegas. 
3 

174 
get a uniformed Burger King employee to eat a 

Happy Meal at an In-n-Out Burger 
3 

175 
a teammate wearing nothing but cheese. you 

decide what type of cheese 
3 

176 bring me solo and the wookie 2 

177 Pool2Pastry 3 

178 a relay race ... of a relay 2 

179 a severed thumb drive 2 

180 a prosthetic / sex toy fist 3 

181 brass knuckles 2 

182 
teammates fists covered in cotton candy; "The Dual 

Cotton Candy Handy" 
3 

183 a full outfit made out of just socks 2 

184 six feet of diner jelly/jams 3 

185 
wear a star trek uniform and tell someone about the 

specifications of the millennium falcon or death star 
2 

186 harlem rake the lockpick village 2 

187 play doh cologne  3 

188 
a badge from an infosec event other than defcon, 

bsides, or blackhat 
3 

189 a set of red, yellow, and green cards from DC 20 2 

190 over 9000 1 

191 knight/warrior helmet made primarily of play-doh 3 

192 
a deck of cards with more than 4 unique suits of 13 

cards 
2 

193 inflatable raft from an airplane 10 

194 a gurney 3 

195 get DualCore to rap about the scav hunt on stage 4 

196 a pinecone 1 

197 stick of ram under 256mb 1 

198 hdd under 10gb 1 

199 
convince an LV metro officer to handcuff you and 

put you in the back of his car 
3 

200 a Priest approved federal agent, with a badge 3 

201 pic of entire team in the Riv penthouse 6407 5 

202 
name all actions mentioned in Daft Punk- 

Technologic 
2 

203 
Hobo Hashbrowns - buy a homeless person 

breakfast 
5  

204 ipecac 2 

205 supersoaker full of booze 3 

206 a forked dongle 3 

207 

video of your team singing "I'm on a boat" on the 

boat at Treasure Island, or on a gondola at the 

Venetian 

4 

208 results of an std/sti test done in 2013 1 

209 hand written ascii art 2 

210 
non-US currency that exchanges/exchanged for 

less than a US penny, we keep it 
2 

211 
a Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) card and a 

Washington DC Metro card 
2 

212 
follow con attendees around dressed as a devil or 

angel (ideally both) and provide guidance 
3 

213 drink baileys from a shoe 3 

214 a laptop with a modem built in 1 

215 thicknet 3 

216 
Create A Situation, Apply Game Theory, Report 

Findings 
1 

217 your best grumpy cat impersonation, one per team 1 

218 an utility meter from someone's house 3 

219 a solid oak front door 3 

220 a keg 3 

221 anime porn without tenticles 1 

222 tenticle porn without anime 3 

223 kiss 21 people from con on the lips, photo proof 3 

224 
donate a belonging to the Salvation Army/Goodwill. 

bring receipt 
1 

225 entire team wearing hip waders at scav hunt table 2 

226 a fishnet, used to catch fish 1 

227 defcon related challenge coin 1 

228 apply chalkboard paint to Whiteb0rd 3 

229 a team member wearing corduroy, head to toe 3 

230 do the cinnamon challenge 3 

231 lick a rooster 1 

232 3dfx product, in person 2 

233 whiskey, tango, foxtrot 2 

234 submit a design to hackerstickers, submit proof 2 

235 crack the whiffy at the table 2 

236 a square foot of bacon 4 

237 go fishing in the fountains at the Bellagio 4 

238 
shave someones chest or back hair into a super 

hero logo 
2 

239 pillow case full of porn cards 2 

240 shiny toy guns 2 
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241 hump the statue of liberty 3 

242 fry an egg in a creative way 2 

243 machined dice 3 

244 fake testicles 2 

245 a ball bearing bigger than 1 inch 1 

246 do the windmill 1 

247 lick a toad 2 

248 juggle knives 2 

249 a nutella based alcoholic beverage 3 

250 play frisbee with an ipad 1 

251 EXTREME IRONING!!!! 1 

252 use wiimotes as actual nunchucks 1 

253 
place a sticker from Hackerstickers at least 25' off 

the nearest ground 
3 

254 It's Vegas. Get your teams name in lights 4 

255 get kaybz a mowhawk 5 

256 a picture of a snortpig in a very creative location 2 

257 put a lock in someones tunnel plug 2 

258 a wooden goon coin 3 

259 a defcon badge more than 2 years old 2 

260 this year's ninja badge 5 

261 
walk around drinking from a windex bottle filled with 

blue gatorade. film reactions. 
2 

262 write and recite a haiku praising Goons to Noid 3 

263 get your room comped. proof required 4 

264 tesla coil 4 

265 20 HDD platters 2 

266 give 21 drinks to 21 goons 2 

267 DEFCON TWENTY ONE spelled out in keyboard keys 2 

268 hang a pinata in a public place, let people hit it 1 

269 viagra 1 

270 have Teller (of Penn and Teller) autograph your face 4 

271 crime Scene or "Police line" tape 1 

272 
pictures of 5 non-teammates wearing the same pair 

of wax lips 
1 

273 eat haggis 1 

274 take a shot while hanging upsidedown 1 

275 
teammate, wearing a coat and tie, sitting in an 

office chair, fully submerged in a pool 
3 

276 whole team in juggalo facepaint 2 

277 play battleshots 2 

278 create website mockup for oompaloompalove.com 4 

279 
stand in the vendor area directing patrons to the 

HackerStickers table 
3 

280 complete the Wall Of Sheep NFC Challenge 5 

281 
whole team dressed as Taylor from Ace Hackware, 

stand behind the table selling stuff 
3 

282 

the recognizable imprint of a human female breast 

with erect nipple, or an erect human male penis, in 

a jar of peanut butter. creamy recommended 

2 

283 a "menu" from the Bunny Ranch 2 

284 

on one person's ass, Dan Kaminsky's autograph on 

the left cheek, Kevin Mitnick's on the right. photo or 

video required, bonus if they both do it at the same 

time 

4 

285 
a live Jehovah's Witness, must be returned / freed, 

unless converted 
2 

286 get John Bodo to split a shot of HIS maker's mark 3 

287 
a video of Winn Schwartau taking a breathalyzer test 

AT THE CON with "sober" results 
3 

288 picture of the "menu" from the Double Down Saloon 3 

289 
bring Chumlee, from the Gold and Silver Pawn 

Shop, to the table 
4 

290 

supply the command to boot a Sun SPARC 4/360 

from the monitor, using the CD drive as the boot 

device 

3 

291 
photos of a team member with a security staff 

member from 3 past DEFCON venues 
4 

292 ask Renderman who jdumas is 3 

293 

create a Billy Mays style Infomercial for Ace 

Hackware. Must be atleast 2 minutes in length. 

must play on a TV or projector in a public place 

4 

294 

create a Vince Shlomi style infomercial for 

Hackerstickers. Must be at least 2 minutes in length. 

must play on a TV or projector in a public place 

4 

295 
get on TV promoting Ace Hackware and 

Hackerstickers 
5 

296 

get a street artist to paint / draw / spraypaint / use 

whatever medium they create art in to create the 

Ace Hackware logo on a canvas. bring the canvas 

3 

297 TheCotMan - on a cot 4 

298 give dc0de ham. Sammich optional 3 

299 
get an autograph from Jackalope, then autograph 

Jackalope 
3 

300 Hackajars scooter, at the table, without Hackajar  3 

301 
tackle either Siviak or Whiteb0rd, tattoo his ass with 

a sharpie 
3 

302 sing a 3oh3! song to Pyr0 3 

303 receive 21 flogs from Banshee 3 

304 piggy back Blak 3 

305 a picture of you and Winns hot daughter 3 

306 taunt Happy FunBall 3 

307 
Magic Shell mold of a body part. you pick the part, 

we pick the points 
? 

308 a pair of Adam Schwartau's panties 2 
 

Thank you to our Sponsors: 


